INTRODUCTION
When new computer equipment was installed in the Washington headquarters of the U.S. Geological Survey in 1967, one of the proposed applications was a central data bank containing detailed information on United States' mineral resources.
1 This data bank, called CRIB (Computerized Resources Information Bank), was implemented in July 1972. The number of records in the file is still small (about 10,000 as of November 1972), but records are steadily being added to the file. Because of the increasingly important role CRIB is expected to play 1 Department of the Interior news release, Feb. 24, 1967. relative to the Geological Survey's mineral resources studies, a description of the CRTB system and its purpose and uses is thought to be appropriate.
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The following quotation from McKelvey (1972) succinctly states the need for effn.iency in organizing and synthesizing mine1·al resources information: "Better methods for estimating the magnitude of potential mine"'al resources are needed to provide the knowledge that should guide the design of many key public policies." This need becomes more apparent when it is shown that some of the methods for evaluating mineral deposits in recent years have been based upon machine-processible data (Griffiths and Drew, 1964; Harris and Euresty, 1969; Griffiths, 1966; Botbol, 1970) .
CRIB is one activity of a newly organized office within the Geological Survey who~e staff includes specialists in mineral economics, geostatistics, map-plotting applications, and other computer-assisted, resource-oriented studies. In addition to the Washington headquarters, CRIB operations are also conducted at the Survey centers in Denver and Menlo Park where data are also entered into the file.
The cost of developing sophisticated information storage and retrieval programs is very high. However, in recent years, "generalized" retrieval programs have been develop~d that are adapted to a variety of applicatiors. This effectively distributes the cost among tho. users, thus reducing the fiscal impact on any one user. The U.S. Geological Survey has acqui1·ed and implemented several such programs, each with somewhat different characteristics. One of these, the General Information Processing System (GIPSY) , was chosen for use with CRIB.
A list of selected terms in common use in the computer field is contained in the glossary at the end of this report.
PURPOSE AND USES
CRIB provides the U.S. Geological Survey with a means of organizing, analyzing, and summarizing mineral resources information and for presenting the results in the form of reports, tables, and maps. The computerized mineral resources file will increase the scope and effectiveness of the Survey with respect to mineral resources studies and the ready availability of mineral resources information. CRIB will provide safe storage for resources data and will minimize the dislocations and loss of data caused by the shifting of key personnel to other assignments and by retirements.
In addition to its use by the staff of the new office, the CRIB file will be available for use by commodity geologists, by field geologists working in mining areas or those conducting mineral inventory studies of special areas and by other offices within the Survey. The Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn., is placing their data into the CRIB file on a test basis. Public release of data in the CRIB file will, at least for the present, be in the form of summary reports either published or placed in open file.
CRIB will be used to prepare summary reports to Congress as required by the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970. It is very likely that CRIB will be an important source of data for the Department of Interior's Resources and Land Inventory (RALI) program. CRIB, which basically is an information organizer, offers to relieve the commodity geologist of the chores of manipulating documentary files. Although the documentary file may be maintained for local reference and for "spot lookup," the computerized version of the geologist's file can be used for involved file manipulations as well as for linkages to other commodity files. The documentary files contain a wealth of information, but this information is cumbersome and difficult to extract and summarize. The task becomes further complicated if the file is a large one or if the information sought involves several commodity files, each having a different organization. This same information in a computer file, although lacking 2 in some details, can be addressed and processed quickly and reliably for the desired information. ACKNOWLEDGMENTf The implementation of CRIB involved many people within the U.S. Geological Survey and specialists from other agencies ar1 organizations, including organizations in Canada and France. Technical assistance for t:he computerrelated aspects came from the statr of the U.S. Geological Survey, the computer staff of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and the Computer Center of the University of Oklahoma. The content and format of CRIB is based upon user response to early test files, individual discussions and group meetings with S 1 .trvey geologists, a study of public inquiries rec~ived by the U.S. Geological Survey and by certain requirements of the GIPSY program system. Discussions were also held with the Office of Oil and Gas and the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, the Geological Survey of Canada, and the :Ecole des Mines, Paris.
IMPLEMENTATION METHODS
The development of a computerized data base involves three phases, as follmvs: Information analysis ___ Identify tl'~ information item~ needed to describe the subject adequately. File design ___________ Detailed breakdown into logical elements ( computf~ fields). Software design _______ Provide a computer program to do the job. In the case of the CRIB file, the software design involved choosing the most suitable of three programs already in existence and available for use at the Survey. Of these three programs-each of which has certain optimum applications-GIPSY (General Information Processing System) was best suited for the CRIB file.
Once the program was decided upon, the main development work involved identification of the basic information needed to describe mineral resources and the conversion of this information into a logical set of elements (called fields) suitable for computer processing.
Initially, a preliminary set of irformation items was used to create a small test file, and a display format was produced. The test file contained a wide variety of information on diverse commodities, deposits of different sizes, types, and locations, so that the logic and operation of the file could be thoroughly tested. This testing, together with comments and advice from geologists and many organizations, formed the basis for revising the input and output formats and for designing the final input forms. In this manner, the CRIB file has gone through eight revisions. Revision 9, now being considered, will maintain the same content and format as revision 8 but will result in a simplified input form. The ability to make frequent revisions during the design phase of file development i8 a principal advantage of the GIPSY program. It allows for the repeated testing of many file arrangements without reprograming and is useful during these early sta~s, even if conversion is made to another program later. The subject of geology and mineral resources is broad in scope, the nomenclature varied and ambiguous, and the general subject matter loosely organized from the standpoint of a computer operation. The breadth of the subject results in a wide range of use patterns and approaches among individuals and groups working with mineral resources information. Individuals have differing needs, requirements, and preferences, and consequently have differing views on what information should be included in the description of a mineral deposit and how this information should be presented. Satisfying one user is relatively easy, but satisfying a broad range of users is difficult.
The computer is unable to "read between the lines" like the human brain, and therefore the information supplied to it must be logically subdivided into "fields,'' each field containing a single attribute relating to the record or sample. This process of reducing information to logical components forces a rigorous analysis of the data and exposes faulty logic and ambiguous nomenclature.
GIPSY-GENERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The General Information Processing System (GIPSY) was developed at the University of 3 Oklahoma under the direction of Dr. James W. Sweeney (Addison and others, 1969) . GIPSY was adopted by the U.S. Geological Survey in late 1969 after extensive testing, using a data base of 50,000 bibliographic records (Moody and Kays, 1972) . Several storage and r~trieval files in the Washington area now use the GIPSY system, including the project-status file for water-resources projects, U.S. Ge')logical Survey; oil-and-gas-pools file, Office of Oil and Gas ; and others.
The GIPSY system consists of a mr.in program and a set of utility programs which together perform all of the computer-processing requirements needed to build, operate, and maintain a storage and retrieval file. It operates on high-speed disk storage units and accepts variable-field, variable-length records. The data in the record can be numberf:, codes, or text, and highly selective searches can be made on the stored data. Retrieved records or parts of records can be printed in different arrangements or passed to other progv·ms for additional processing.
GIPSY functions as three separate but interrelated files: the dictionary file, the recc""ds file, and the save-records file. These three files are usually stored on separate disks for ir~.reased processing efficiency.
The dictionary consists of a list of labels and other information which identify the data elements contained in the records file. It 2lso controls the format of the printed record. Associated with each label is an arbitrarily assigned, nonsignificant number which the progr,<:'l.m uses for internal operations. More than one dictionary can be constructed for a given file. As GIPSY imposes no format limitationf (other than a maximum record length of 32,000 characters) , changing the file contents becomes a simple matter of changing the list of labels.
The records file contains the records themselves, which are stored in random order on a disk. A single record may consist of r.s many as 32,000 characters. If the file is large, then more than one disk pack can be used for storage. During a retrieval operation the system reads each record, starting with the first, and tests the contents of each record against the search conditions specified for that r~trieval. Each time a "hit" occurs, the track adiress of the selected record is moved to a save-records file ( SRF) . The main purpose of the SRF is to save processing time in that subsequent search steps of the retrieval can be directed to the relatively small SRF rather than to the entire records file. In the usual case, the SRF is only a transient file, created temporarily for each retrieval and then erased.
The GIPSY system is made up of separate programs, called subroutines, and utility programs, which perform the various tasks associated with a storage and retrieval file. The principal ones include: CREA TE-preallocates disk space for basic record, dictionary, and SRF files. RBUILD-builds files on disk from original input. TRBUILD-builds files on tape rather than disk. DUMP-copies disk files onto backup tapes. RESTORE-restores tape backups to disk. DICTLOOK-prints The variable-field variable-length record format makes efficient use of the r.vailable disk storage. Records are compressed because only those fields that contain data are actually recorded on the disk. Additional storage efficiency is obtained by the spanned-record feature which allows part of a record to occupy the end of one track and the remainder of the record to overflow to the next track.
The dictionary is a collection of labels and supporting information that ident~fies and controls the data elements (fields) in the record. A label, which consists of one to seven alphanumeric characters, is assigned to each field, and when an item of information is entered into the record, the corresponding label is entered into the record also. Tll e dictionary therefore functions as a central index or crossreference file between the records file and the main program. It is used during the creation of new records, during retrieval, and during the output.
The primary input to the records file consists of cards punched in GIPfY variablelength format. During the record-build process, this external card-image format is converted into GIPSY internal disk-storage format with its directory, pointers, and data subfields.
The save-records file (SRF) is part of the ITERATE feature of GIPSY and functions as a temporary holding area for records selected during the previous SELECT step. The SRF contains only the track addresses of the selected records, not the actual records. Several SRF's can be generated during a r~trieval, one for each SELECT step, and in the usual case, each SRF will be a smaller subset of the previous SELECT step. The net effect is to reduce each successive search step to smaller and smaller subsets, thereby resulting in rapid retrievals. Although the save-records file(s) generated during a retrieval are normally deleted at the end of the retrieval run, they can be saved for future use if desired. The sophisticated user, who has a knowledge of Job Control Language, can save SRF's and limit future searches to preselected parts of the file. He can "personalize" the data base and eleminate records extraneous to his interest. CRIB FILE In general, CRIB consists of a set of records on the mineral deposits and mineral commodities of the United States and to a certain extent of the world. The file is arranged so as to accept the basic information needed to describe a mineral deposit or mineral commodity. A given record may relate to a single commodity, a group of commodities, a mineral deposit, or a group of related deposits, such as a mining district. The file is flexible so that what constitutes a record can be decided largely by the user. Entries are in natural-language text wherever possible, but certain entries are rigidly formatted, or coded, or both. A given record may consist of as many as 32,000 characters. The organization of the file together with the program used provides for highly selective retrievals. Retrieved information can be printed in any of three arrangements, or it can be passed to a following program for further processing.
REPORTING FORMS AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Information for the CRIB file comes from one of several reporting forms (source documents), which are filled out by Survey geologists or technicians. The information on these forms is keypunched for entry into the records file.
The long form ( fig. 1 ) contains most of the data items listed in the CRIB dictionary. Two short forms (on 5 by 8 cards) also are available ( fig. 2 ). These short forms are used only when information is minimal.
Two other short forms are being used-one in Menlo Park and one in Denver. Any number of "subset" forms can be constructed, depending upon user needs and preferences. Two other special forms are being devised in Menlo Park; one is designed specifically for coal resources and the other for Alaska mineral resources. The specialized information items on these forms (for example, percentage of fixed carbon in coal) are contained in the master dictionary so that this information will be an irtegral part of the master CRIB file.
In some cases, existing documentary (noncomputerized) files can be used directly as source documents. With some modification this is being done in Menlo Park by Maureen Johnson and Gerald Askevold.
Information collected by other agencies and organizations constitutes a large untapped source of data. A cooperative agreentent is being discussed with the Tennessee Valley Authority for the entry into the CRIB file of their highly detailed mineral-resources information for seven States, which prese"'ltly is organized in noncomputerized files. It if hoped that similar arrangements also can be made with certain States and universities.
Another source of data for CRIB records comes from existing computerized mineralresource files, although there are few of these. One such file has been incorporated into CRIB. This is the metallogenic map of North .America (Guild, 1968) ; the conversion was mad~ using an RPG program written by Bernard McMahan of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (Department of the Interior).
The content and format of the reporting forms represents a compromise among tb~ various requirements and preferences of the reporter, the key punch operator, and the GIPSY program. At the same time the forms are arranged so as to produce a clear and concise standard printout. Geologists have different needs and preferences, depending upon their specialties ; some are concerned only with single-commodity information, wherem· others are working in areas involving several commodities. Most of the needs and preferences have been accommodated in the desigr of the reporting forms, but at the same tirr.~ some standardization is imposed so that the information will be consistent in all records.
On the reporting forms, each fielcl (data item) is preceded by a "label" and ea.ch field also has a field name. Thus, the label A10 has the field name "Name" and label A40 has the field name "Country." In some fields the label and field name are the same, as "Major" and "Minor" in the section "Commodity Information" ( fig. 1 ). Most fields have a space for write-in material, and all such entries are enclosed by delimiters ( < > ) which mark the beginning and end of the text. A few labels have no associated text, and these labels have no delimiters. Examples of these are the labels "YES" and "NO" in the section "Production" ( fig. 1 ). In some cases, two related kinds of information are incorporated within one label. In the section "Production," for example, the "item" and "accuracy" fields are both associated with the same label. These various arrangements, as well as certain fixed fields, all have to do with program restrictions, output format, and search efficiency. Certain items on the form require data to be entered in rigid fixed-length format. These are primarily fields that contain numbers and that will be used in computations. For example, the field for "State X Coordinate" is formatted to 11 digits with one decimal place. This can be passed to an existing state-to-geodetic-coordinate-conversion program (W. A. Buehrer, unpub. data, 1969) .
CRIB DICTIONARY AND RECORDS FILE
The dictionary (short for dictionary file) identifies the data items used in the CRIB record, supplies certain information to the program, and controls the arrangement (format) of the "standard output record." The first page of the main CRIB dictionary is shown in figure  3 . All the fields in the CRIB record and on one or more reporting forms are listed in this dictionary. The order in which they appear in the dictionary is also the order in which they are printed in the standard output record. A second dictionary ( fig. 4 ) was created for use with metallogenic map data and another for use with the Alaska resources data. Any number of dictionaries can be created-to address certain data elements only, to provide different printout formats, or to provide special search dictionaries. The present CRIB dictionary contains approximately 250 data items, which cover a wide range of geological and mineral resources parameters. There is no set limit on the number of data items carried in the die-6 tionary (and hence in the recm·d), and more can be added if needed.
The records file contains tht1 mineral resources data. The data are oriented toward mineral deposits or mineral conmodities but there is a great deal of flexibility as to what constitutes a specific record. The GIPSY variable-length-record structure imposes few restrictions on the manner in which the information is recorded. Decimal rumbers, integers, natural-language text, alpha-numeric codes, and special characters are all acceptable.
OUTPUT ARANGEME~TTS Three basic output formats are available for displaying the retrieved records. These options are identified to the system by the commands PRINT, LIST, and COPY. 1. PRINT ___ Prints the entire record in the "standard output record," a predefined forrr'\t stored in the dictionary. 2. LIST _____ Prints selected pa:rts of the record. The data elements asked for are printed one below the other in single spacing. Should data items overl~p print lines the printing is continued on the next line. '.,.,he data elements to be listed are identified to the system by their labels. 3. COPY ____ Rearranges part or all of theretrieved records into fixed-field, fixed-length records. The rearranged records may be printed or passei to a following program for further processing. The dictionary file and the records file function together to produce the "standard output record" as shown in figure 5 .
The standard output record co:qsists of textual material from the record rlus item descriptions from the dictionary. The relationships among the various components of the dictionary file, the records file, and the standard output record are shown in figure 6.
RETRIEVAL PROCEDURES
The CRIB file is an informatior bank, like a library, and its main use is the r~trieving, reorganizing, and presenting of information. This information may be presented directly, in the form of a printed report, or passed to a following program for further processing.
The retrieval procedure, called QUESTRAN, is one of the most versatile aspects of the GIPSY package. It is made up of many program subsets, called subroutines, which provide for retrieval, intermediate processing, and presentation. The subroutines are initiated by the user via QUESTRAN commands. In the batch-processing mode, 11 commands are available, as follows: FORM, SELECT, ITERATE, BACK, DELETE, PRINT, LIST, SUM, SORT, COPY, and DUMP. These commands, together with the search variables desired and the logic (Boolean) operators AND, OR, NOT, constitute a powerful retrieval and presentation system. The interrogation of the file is simple, often involving less than 10 cards, including job-control cards.
The general sequence is as follows : 
During a retrieval operation the system reads each record, searching ( 1) for a specified label and (2) for the specified word, phrase, or other condition contained in the text associated with the label. The user may also search the file for a label only.
The versatility of the GIPSY search and retrieval mechanism lies in its ability to dissect text. The program can search a textual entry 7 for words, phrases, sentences, word roots, prefixes, suffixes, numbers, or special characters. The search is n9t restricted to ' pr~deq~ed list of "key words" ; the user makes up }'is own word or phrase as needed for a given rE:trieval. The retrieval mechanism can search f<'~ word ranges (Alaska through California, for example). In the numeric mode it can search for equality, greater than, less than, and numeric range. It can locate the first numeric within a text string (a continuous set of numbers, letters, or special characters with no intervening spaces) , and it can operate on intermixed numeric formats, that is, with or without~floating decimals, with or without leading signs, with or without leading zeros. A complete description of the system is available in the GIPSY Application Description (Addison and others, 1969) .
EXAMPLES
The following examples illustrate a few of the applications of CRIB and the metho1s used for retrieving and displaying the desired information. Example 1:
Question: What information is available on nickel resources in Connecticut?
Search method: Word search-< XX > specified by a blank before and after the word sought. Output option: PRINT-print ent~re record. This question involves the labels C10 (commodities present), C30 (ore mineralr), and A50 (State). The parameter statement~ and a sample of the printed output are showr in figure 7. Ten parameter cards (punched cards) are used to define the question to the system and to specify intermediate processing (SORT) and the type of output (PRINT). The form name CRIB is identified to the system followed by the SELECT command. The conditions parameters are then given (statements A through D), and these are followed by the logic statement, which defines the logical r~~lations that must exist among the conditions parameters. The conditions parameters, togeth~r with the logic statement call for the retrieval of those records containing the word NI (nickel) in the commodity field OR the words PENT-LANDITE OR PENTLANDITE, (wit.h comrna) in the ore minerals field AND the State code 09 (Connecticut) in the State field. The SORT card asks for the selected records to be sorted by deposit number (B40 8) and the PRINT card causes the selected records to be printed in the preformatted record display. Certain system-generated statements also appear with the parameter statements, including the number of records searched, the number of records selected, and the item descriptions associated with the labels. Example 2:
Question: The user wishes to obtain certain specific information on garnet quarries in Litchfield County, Conn. Specific items desired include the district, present or past production, and the source of the information. Search method :
Phrase search-<XXXXXX XXXX> specified by entering the phrase sought, with or without leading and trailing blanks. Word search-< XX >. Output option: LIST -prints only those fields specified. The most likely places to find information on garnet quarries are in A10 (name) and C10 (commodities present). The parameter statements and the printed output are shown in figure 8 . The file is searched for those records containing the phrase "GARNET QUARRY" in the name field and the word "GAR" (garnet) in the commodity field. Entries of "09" in the State field and "LITCHFIELD" in the county field limit the retrieved records to those located in Litchfield County, Conn. In this example, the user is interested only in certain parts of the record, and the LIST command is used. The fields to be printed are specified by their labels, one card per label, and placed after the LIST card. The printed output uses one line for each field printed. Example 3:
Question : The user wishes to select all records within a specified rectangular area and to pass these data to a following map-plotting program. Search method :
Existence search-<XXXX> specified by entering the desired character string between the delimiters 8 with no leading or trailing blanks. Numeric range-specified by entering GT (greater than), LT (less than), or EQ (equal) in tl'~ conditions parameters statements. Output option: COPY -copies those fields specified in fixed-field fornat. Output may be printed, stored on tape or disk, or passed directly to a following program for further processir?:. A rectangular area search may be based upon any one of the following grid systems : Public-land surveys (township-range system) ; geodetic (latitude-longitude) ; Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) ; State grid coordinates; or any arbitrary X-Y sy~+-em. In this example, the UTM system is used in which all records within a 10,000-meter square (approx 36 sq mi) northeast of Tucson, Ariz., are retrieved. The parameter statements and the printed output, sorted by record number, are shown in figure 9. Statements A through E define the area to be searched. Statement A specifies the UTM zone number. Statements B and C restrict the records accepted to those in which the northings are greater than (GT) 3,620,000 and less than (LT) 3,6f(),000 meters from the Equator. Similarly, the eastings of acceptable records are 'restricted to those greater than 550,000 and less than 560,000 meters east of the zone boundary. Of 217 records in this special file, 26 were accepted. In order to make the retrieved infor:"lation available for the follow-up map-plotting program, the data are printed in fixed-field format using the COPY command. The zone number, northings, and eastings are used by the plotting program for calculating the locations on the map, and any one of the other fields c2 n be printed as literal information adjacent to each location. The northings and eastings are printed with implied decimal points (8.0, 7.0). Example 4:
Question : Provide a listing of those vanadium deposits in which the reserves and potential resources are greater than 4 million lbs. V205 vanadium metal equivalent or greater than 40,000 short tons of vanadi urn ore. Search method : Search of table on reserves and potential resources (p'='.ge 5 of re-P?rting form). Operations include word search, iterate, numeric GT (greater than) , existence, sort. Output option: COPY. Interrogation of the tables in pages 5 and 6 of the reporting form (long form, fig. 1 ) is somewhat involved because of the repetition of lines in the tables and because the commodity sought may be reported in different kinds of units. The parameter statements and the printed output, sorted by record number, are shown in figure 10 .
A word search is first made for V ( vanadium) in the "item reported" columns (E1 through E4). Twenty-one records are selected and placed in temporary storage in the saverecords file as subset 1. The system is directed back to this subset of 21 records (BACK 1 ITERATE), and a search is made for those records containing greater than (GT) 4,000 in the "amount" column (D1A through D4A) and LB (pounds) in the "thousand units" column. In the same search step, the subset of 21 records is searched for those records containing greater than 40 in the "amount" column and ST (short tons) in the "thousand units" column. Using the COPY option, the retrieved information on potential reserves is printed in fixed-field format in table arrangement. The numbers printed in the "amounts" column are the actual values in whole units. If information on other commodities is associated with vanadi urn in the same record, then it is printed also. CONCLUSIONS CRIB constitutes the basis for an elaborate information system. Given a data base from which selective retrievals can be made, it becomes possible to use the results of a retrieval as input into other programs. From this point of view, CRIB is only the jumping-off point for extended computerized analyses which rearrange the data in various ways and produce secondary or derivative displays, including geographic map plots, histograms, scatter diagrams, statistical analysis, and others. These extended applications of CRIB data-in addition to the sophisticated retrievals themselvesprovide the user with various approaches with which to help solve his particular problem, to assist him to draw conclusions, or to make analytical decisions. These various accessory programs already exist and are being linked to the CRIB output as rapidly as possible. 
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Batch processing-The sequential processing of records as a group (batch), one gro•1p at a time. This is in contrast to "on-linn. processing," during which each unit of data is processed immediately at the time of presentation-as in the airline rese':"vation system. Conversational mode-The user is communicating with the computer system in a "conversational" manner from a terminal by sending commands to the systen. The system executes the commands and sends the reply back to the terminal. Thir is one type of on-line processing.
Data item (data element, information item)-
The smallest unit of information to which reference is made, for example "co~tntry," "State." A set of related data itens constitute a record. Direct access--The process of finding information in storage, where the time required is independent of the location of othe':" information in storage. A disk is a direct-access device. This is in contrast to the seauential access of tapes. Disk (disk pack)-A storage device consisting of a circular metal plate with magnetic material on both sides and n1ounted on a rotating shaft. Read-write heads service both sides of the disk. Twenty stacked disks constitute a disk pack. Field (data item, information item)-A specified category of data treated as a whole. The basic unit of a record. File-A collection of related records treated as a unit; for example, the records file and dictionary file of CRIB. Also in the general sense, a collection of related files ; for example, the CRIB file. File maintenance-Modification of file content; for example, insertions, deletions, trans-• fers, and corrections.
Fixed-field-length format (fixed-length fields, fixed fields)-An arrangement in which the fields in a record are set beforehand to a certain specified length. Fixed-field records-Records of predefined length and loosely used to mean that both record length and field length are set beforehand to certain specified lengths. Floating decimal-A decimal point without a predetermined fixed position within a numeric field. In a 6-position number field, for example·, the decimal may be in any of the six positions, depending upon the size of the number. Format-Computerese for arrangement, the latter never being used. A predefined arrangement of characters, fields, print lines, and so forth. Job Control Language (JCL)-The language used to supply the necessary information to the computer system so that it can run your job. Includes such items as the name and address of the data file to be processed, the name of the program to be executed, what to do with the results, and so forth. Label-As used in GIPSY, a set of one to seven alpha-numeric characters used to identify a data item or field to the GIPSY program. Parameter statements (search variables)-A listing of the data elements the computer is to search for during a retrieval. Program-A set of instructions that tells the computer how to solve a problem. Retrieval operation-The actions connected with the recovery of information stored in a computer storage device. RPG (report program generator)-An IBM program language that provides a convenient programing method for producing reports, performing calculations, and manipulating data. Software-Programs that help run the different components of a computer center and help the user to communicate with the computer. Spanned record-A record that overflows from the end of one track on a disk to the beginning of the next track. Subroutine-A program 
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FIGmp: 2 .. :-Two short forms used for entering data into the CRIB mineral resources file. T'· ese forms are identical except for the geographic coordinates fields: UTM grid coordinates (top) and geodetic coordinates (bottom).
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FIGllllE 5.-Standard output record for the CRIB mineral resources file. This printout •format is stored in the dictionary. (Continued on following page.) • 5
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